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# example about paradoxon between physicist and mathecist concerning
# calendar calculation for a new calender system ?!
# physicist knows bodies and material dependence
# mathecist knows computers can calculate in any situation absolutely wrong (!) - since Linux less wrong …
# important then about the general rule of an average PC
# as long there is only one PC working in a room of a firm for security in a main city, this thing is standing always on the same table in the same room
and in the same position, no matter how long this thing works, then by this with 333 days a year, this PC simply is getting more heavier, assumed it is
working really 10 years with only changes inside of 3 times for a new hard-disk, then with more weight this machine is then calculating a) faster , b)
slowlier or c) due to paid bill or d) due to quality of electricity but too e) matter about gravity stays the same and too f) interacting effects is more mass
and more weight or simply more weight of rubbiing ?!
# argument for contra of mathecist is then : by this simply forget your calendar, because you believe in the perfect machine for a calendar like this ?!
Then wood is more exact than your way of paying for OS like winner-OS-or-win-never-OS and the physicist simply would shoot the mathecist, despite of
that he has absolutely right and solved the problem ?! --→ new aera of sensibility is then „laughing is forbidden“, but then machine never works, or is outof-job or the older the more expensive --→ this way no-obsolonscence-necesary is simply still allowed but still a matter of privacy too
Version 0.10 in perl for paradoxon about time-delay … concerning for perfect time-machine ?!
# conflict between math and phys can be deadly so trick is simply that
# NO WEAPON WOULD WORK and in the end whose bill is this then ?!
#/usr/bin/perl -w
int tohellwithcurrencies;
int weight=mostimportantstatussymbol;
int language=doesnotmatter;
int handicap=nullproblemo;
int religion=noclashnecessary;
int sakrileg=forwhatreasonjustified;
int prejudice=noquestionaseriousmatter;
int pride=bridgescouldgetholesofrust;
int system=thereisnosystem;
int moon=studiocanbendyourbondage;
int contract=rumpelstilzchen;
int goodendandsleeptight;
int break=pause;
int pause=5;
switch (tohellwithcurrencies)
{
case 00:
weight=forwhat;
break;
case 01:
language=tooloud;
break;
case 02:
handicap=noimplantisallowed;
break;
case 03:
religion=gunnypossible;
break;
case 04:
sakrileg=forbusiness;
break;
case 05:
prejudice=paintthebridgepinkwithyellow;
break;
case 06:
pride=beginofsinking||beginoffainting;
break;
case 07:
system=newjoboldcake;
break;
case 08:
moon=soonspoon;
break;
case 09:
rumpelstilzchen=game-over;
break;
case 10:
chipreset=notdependingonexefile;
linux=extensionasyouarefreetoexplain;

case default:
goodendandsleeptight=true;
sleep=10;
# just as example 1000 for about 100 seconds depending on processor (neverprofessor) #
break;
}
return=(0);

